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ABSTRACT
Brand names are everywhere and are more and more important due to the rate which new
products are issued at. For instance, the French institute INPI (Institut National de la
Propriété Industrielle) in charge of name registration collects more than two millions of new
names every year. Names have been recognized to embed many characteristics of the
products or company they are related to. For instance, a name like “discipline” can invoke
feelings like “unhappiness”. However, they have not been extensively studied, neither from
the point of view of cognitive science/linguistics nor from the computer science point of view.
For this reason, the automatic generation of brand names is a very difficult task, which has
not been given much attention yet. In this paper, we thus propose a new method to
automatically embed emotions within brand names.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well recognized that brand names embed many characteristics of the products or
company they are related to. For instance, names like “discipline” can invoke feelings like
“unhappiness”.
However, although they are more and more present in our everyday life, brand names
have been hardly studied from the linguistics point of view, although they are a very rich
piece of language [1]. They are indeed everywhere and are of a large set of various forms:
they can be taken from a dictionary, or on the contrary be a neologism, which can be very
far or very close to existing words. They can convey a meaning in one or several languages,

or on the contrary be as original (even unpronounceable) as they cannot take any meaning
shared by all the people/consumers.
For this reason, the automatic generation of brand names is a very difficult task, which
has not been given much attention yet [2].
In this paper, we describe our method and how emotions [3] can be embedded within a
name. Our method is based on a three-step process integrated in the Namae Concept
platform delivered in a SaaS (Software as a Service) manner [4]:
- selection of a set of emotions and concepts,
- creation of the names,
- evaluation of the names.
In the first step, the user specifies the emotions and connotations (s)he would like to
embed in the brand names (s)he is currently creating.
In the second step, we put together the concepts and emotions, and we add linguistic
properties to choose letters that convey emotions and meanings. These letters have been
intensively studied in many languages. For instance, in French, letters such as “k” convey
the meaning of exoticism in French (as this letter is very rare in French), which is highly
related to the emotion that the user will feel when seeing the brand name on a product.
The third step is performed using both computer science (distance measures) and
cognitive psychology paradigms. The paradigms used allow an implicit evaluation and
avoid desirability bias. Experiments are led on people to confirm/infirm unconsciously the
feelings and emotions that were to be embedded in the name our method created.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls the main studies of emotion from the
cognitive point of view and of brand names from the point of view of linguistics. Section 3
introduces the automatic method used for summarizing concepts. Section 4 reports the
method for creating names, while Section 5 shows how names can be studied regarding the
concepts they embed. Section 6 reports experiments led to assess our method. Finally
Section 7 concludes and gives the perspectives associated with our work.

2. EMOTIONS AND BRANDNAMES
In this section, we recall basic notions on emotions from the cognition point of view,
before introducing how brand names have been studied in the literature of linguistics.
2.1. Emotions
Emotion is interrelated with emotion. As described in [3], emotion impacts memorization
and comprehension.
This has also been described in [5,6] in the particular case of discrepancy for brand names
memorization and brand names.

2.2. Brand Names

2.2.1. A particular object in linguistics
Brand names have been hardly studied in linguistics, although they are an interesting kind
of nouns (and expressions). Much research is indeed being done in economics and law
regarding trade names used in advertising (which we would refer to as advertising names).
However few works are published on the subject in French linguistics. These names can be

either taken from a dictionary, of be neologisms, and have been often associated with proper
names. However, they must be studied as a very particular piece of language, as reported in
[1].

2.2.2. Linguistics and Emotions
In every language, letters and sounds convey emotions and feelings. For instance, in
French, the letter “k” conveys the meaning of exoticism because this letter is very rare.
We report below the symbolic of vowels and consonants in French.

symbolic of vowels:
• evocation of movement:
speediness, quickness, lightness (dynamic concepts): i, é, è (plus sounds)
slowness, heaviness: a, o, u (plus sounds)
• shape:
sharp form: i, é, è (plus sounds)
round form: a, o, u (plus sounds)
• luminosity:
light, clarity: i, é, è (plus sounds)
night, obscurity : a, o, u (plus sounds)

symbolic of consonants :
• luminosity: Figure 1 depicts the degree of luminosity of consonants.

Figure 1: managing luminosity: clarity-obscurity of consonants

• hardness, shortness: sounds p, t, k, b, d, g

• smoothness, contiguousness: sounds f, s, ch, v, z, je

In our work, we thus use some letters or other ones in order to help for creating names that
convey particular feelings (see Figure 2).

3. SUMMARIZING CONCEPTS AND EMOTIONS
In this section, we show how engineering techniques can be used to try and capture
emotions embedded withing brand names.
3.1. Text Mining
In [2], we have shown how sequential patterns can help to describe the frequent patterns
occurring in brand names. Sequence patterns have been studied for the last 15 years. As a
data mining method, they allow to automatically and efficiently extract patterns of the form
<(A,B)(C)>, x% meaning that x% of a given set of objects contain A together with B and
then C. For instance, they can be used to extract patterns from a given set of texts such as “in
23% of the texts, there is a sentence containing the words followed some sentences marketing
and Paris further by a sentence containing the word brand”.
Applied to brand names, such patterns are for instance of the form <(k)(y)(u)> meaning
that trade names contain the letter k folowed some letters further by the letter y and then
letter u. Note that these letters are not mandatorily consecutive.
In the framework of emotions and feelings, they can be used to describe the patterns
(sequence of symbols) that characterize a given set of names, for instance the set of names
that have been pointed as “evoking fear” by the users.
3.2. n-grams
n-grams refer to sequences of letters and symbols [7]. They are used to extract n
consecutive characters from words. n often ranges from 1 to 5, depending on the application,
but is often set to 3 for NLP (Natural Language Processing) purposes [8,9]. An n-gram of
size 1 is often referred to as a unigram, while bigrams refer to n-grams of size 2 and trigrams ngrams of size 3. They are used for genetic sequence analysis, or for language recognition
systems, etc. For instance, the trigrams extracted from "house" are {hou, ous, use}.
In the framework of this work, n-grams are generated in relation with the concepts that are
to be evoked. For instance, if Love must be evoked, we collect, either automatically (e.g. using
the Internet and NLP pre-processing tools) or manually, all words related to this concept,
and we decompose these words into the associated n-grams (n=1 to 6). Note that this
principle is used for several kinds of concepts (e.g. user concepts, languages).

4. CREATING NAMES
In this section, we study how to embed emotions and concepts within names. This is
achieved using the techniques described above:

1. embedding n-grams that are related to the emotions that must be conveyed,
2. inserting letters that are symbols of some emotion/feeling,
3. using patterns that were shown to embed particular emotions/feelings.

In order to embed n-grams, we mix them in different manners, using algorithms that were
developped in collaboration with linguists and computer scientists. Roughly speaking, two
methods are applied: randomized mix and guided mix. These methods cannot be described
here in details as they are part of a commercial tool [4].
Note that n-grams can be replaced by syllables. We are currently studying to which extend
n-gram and syllables convey meanings and emotions.
Inserting letters is achieved by embedding these letters either, and by removing the letters
conveying the opposite feelings.
Figure 2 shows the tool proposed by [4] for creating such names. Here the feelings amour
(love) and peur (fear) have been chosen together with some letters to evoke luminosityclarity.

Figure 2: Namae Concept [4]: Generating a name evoking Love, Fear and luminosity-clarity

Finally, patterns extracted using data mining techniques can be used. For instance, if we
discovered that brand names that were recognized to convey exoticism are of the form

<k…y…u> then names will be sharped in order to contain a k then some other letters, then a
y then some other letters and then a u.

5. EVALUATING NAMES
In this section, we study how to evaluate to which extent a concept is embedded in a name.
For this purpose, we evaluate to which extent a given name embeds the n-grams related to
the emotions-concepts that must be studied. This computation is performed using classical
similarity distances [8,9,10].
We report below two distances. The interested reader can refer to [9] for a complete review
of the existing distances.
5.1. Tri-gram based Measure
This measure aims at comparing two words based on the trigrams they share. For instance
the words "chat" and "chaton" contain the trigrams tr(chat)= {cha, hat} (|tr(chat)| = 2) and
tr(chaton)= {cha, hat, ato, ton} (|tr(chaton)|=4). In this example, two trigrams are shared:
tr(chat) ∩ tr(chaton) = {cha,hat} and |tr(chat) ∩ tr(chaton)|=2.
In order to calculate the similarity degree, the following formula is used [8]:
Tri(sword1,word2)=
1/(1+|tr(ch1)|+|tr(ch2)|-2)*|tr(ch1)∩tr(ch2)|
Referrring back to our example, we have:
Tri (chat,chaton)= 1/(1+2+4-2)*2 = 0,33

5.2. String Matching
String matching [10] relies on the so-called Edit Distance (denoted by E). The Edit Distance
is the minimal sum of the cost of the operations that are required to transform one string to
the other one. The operations being considered are: suppression, insertion and substitution of
characters. For example, two insertions are required (characters "o" and "n") to transform
"chat" to "chaton". We have thus
E (chat, chaton) = 2
String Matching (denoted by Str) considers the Edit Distance:
Str(ch1,ch2) =
max ( 0, (min(|ch1|,|ch2|)-E(ch1,ch2)) / min(|ch1|,|ch2|) )

We have thus:

Str (chat, chaton)= max(0, (4-2)/4)= 0,5

6. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we report experiments led to assess our method. For these experiments, we
created 135 names using the method described above:
• 45 names were created by combining neutral names (e.g. table),
• 45 names were created by combining positive names (e.g. beauty),
• 45 names were created by combining negative names (e.g. snake).

For instance, names like avate (neutral), joliesse (positive) and dauchema (negative) were
created. We then presented these names to users who were asked . This presentation was
done three times (evaluation 1, evaluation 2, evaluation 3).

Figure 3 reports the percentage of matching between the category of the name
(neutral/positive/negative) and the category the user felt. Note that the higher the number of
evaluations, the higher the matching and the faster the response (see Table 1).

Figure 3: Percentage of matching between the user feeling and class predicted by the computer

Valence Evaluation 1
Neutral
1093.61
Negative
1093.55
Positive
1038.20

Evaluation 2
923.98
900.72
952.55

Evaluation 3
833.96
826.40
867.54

Table 1: Response Time

7. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we study how to embed concepts and emotions within brand names. This
topic is not only of great interest for commercial reasons, but also to help people to memorize
and use products. For instance, we aim at using these techniques to create efficient names for
products intended for elderly people.
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